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Abstract

Background: The rate at which new draft genome assemblies and corresponding
annotation versions are being produced has long outpaced the scientific
community’s capacity to refine these drafts into “finished,” reference-quality data
resources to a standard typically expected from dedicated efforts of model
organism research communities. Nonetheless, scientists must be able to evaluate
newly sequenced genomes in the context of previously published data, requiring
summaries of genome content and organization that can be quickly computed,
updated, and meaningfully compared. As annotation quality will necessarily vary
within and across data sets, the ability to select subsets of only those data that
are well supported is critical for distinguishing technical artifacts from biological
effects in genome-wide analyses.

Results: We introduce a new framework for genome analyses based on parsing
an annotated genome assembly into distinct interval loci (iLoci), available as
open source software as part of the AEGeAn Toolkit
(https://github.com/BrendelGroup/AEGeAn). We demonstrate that iLoci
provide an alternative coordinate system that is robust to changes in assembly
and annotation versions and facilitates granular quality control of genome data.
We discuss how statistics computed on iLoci reflect various characteristics of
genome content and organization and illustrate how these statistics can be used
to establish a baseline for assessment of the completeness and accuracy of the
data. We also introduce a well-defined measure of relative genome compactness
and compute other iLocus statistics that reveal genome-wide characteristics of
gene arrangements in the whole genome context.

Conclusions: We present a coherent computational framework that calculates
informative statistics from genome assembly/annotation data input. Given the
fast pace of assembly/annotation updates, our AEGeAn Toolkit fills a niche in
computational genomics based on deriving persistent and species-specific genome
statistics. Gene structure model centric iLoci provide a precisely defined
coordinate system that can be used to store assembly/annotation updates that
reflect either stable or changed assessments. Large-scale application of the
approach revealed species and clade specific genome organization in precisely
defined computational terms, promising intriguing forays into the forces of
shaping genome structure as more and more genome assemblies are being
deposited.
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Background3

The ready availability of Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies has re-4

sulted in genome data for thousands of species, with no slowing down of data ac-5

cumulation in sight. Given this volume of data, fast and accurate computational6

approaches are needed now more than ever to process the initial sequence data into7

meaningful units of knowledge about the sequenced genomes. The conventional8

paradigm for such tasks from the early days of genome sequencing is outdated. At9

that time, one could expect community groups to carefully assemble and annotate10

the genomes of their expertise, resulting over a period of time in gap-filled assem-11

blies and refined documentation of genome content in terms of protein-coding genes,12

products of alternative splicing, non-coding RNA (ncRNA) genes, transposable el-13

ements, repetitive sequences, and so forth. These genomes typically attained the14

status of “reference model genomes.” However, the time-consuming and expensive15

efforts required are impractical for the vast majority of organisms currently being16

sequenced with NGS technologies.17

Out of necessity, the old paradigm has for the most part been replaced by an18

implicit new standard: genome data are presented as massive short read collections19

available from databases like the NCBI Sequence Read Archive [1] and in processed20

form as sets of assembled and computationally annotated scaffolds. Concomitantly,21

downstream analyses of these data have to be adjusted to scope- and quality-22

limitations intrinsic to the new data production process. First, assembly complete-23

ness will vary depending on the degree of read coverage and genome complexity (size24

and repetitiveness). Typically, assemblies will consist of tens to hundreds of large25

scaffolds, which in the best case can be ordered into linkage groups that approach26

pseudo-chromosomes, and additionally of manifold more short scaffolds, typically27

unplaced relative to any linkage groups. Second, annotation will commonly not have28

been expertly curated, but rather have resulted from first-pass outputs of annota-29

tion workflows such as AUGUSTUS [2], MAKER-P [3], BRAKER1 [4], or NCBI30

Gnomon [5].31

The temporary nature of the data is also challenging. As additional sequences can32

often be acquired cheaply and easily for a species (for example, genomic DNA reads33

for libraries of different insert sizes; RNA-seq reads from transcriptome studies under34

various conditions; or spliced alignments of protein sequences from a newly anno-35

tated, closely related species), both the species’ genome assembly and its genome36

annotation may change. However, in the common scenario laid out above, the ad-37

ditional analyses will typically come without the community support to carefully38

sort out and document all the changes. Thus, over a short span of several years,39

there may be several annotation versions even for a single stable genome assembly,40

and it becomes difficult to track references to particular genes and genome features.41

A pertinent example from our experience is provided by the number of concurrent42

annotations in use for the honey bee (Apis mellifera) genome [6, 7, 8], including the43

current much more complete assembly based on long-read sequencing technologies44

[9].45

How then should one compare results of a study on a current genome assembly46

and annotation version with previous results in the literature that used a prior47

assembly/annotation pair? How could one derive subsets of just those gene mod-48

els that are solidly supported by evidence, to the extent that future genome-wide49
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assembly/annotation improvements in all likelihood will not invalidate these cur-50

rent models? How does one disentangle artifacts of incomplete or inaccurate as-51

sembly/annotation from genuine species-specific genome features? What statistics52

should be calculated that capture a (newly sequenced) genome’s content and orga-53

nization and allow meaningful comparison with other genomes?54

A solution to the problem must address the dual issues of reproducibility and scal-55

ability to accommodate thousands of genomes, each potentially with multiple as-56

semblies and annotations. At the core of a solution must be the ability to distinguish57

what has changed from what has remained invariant when comparing one assem-58

bly/annotation pair to another. Discriminating between solid, reliable annotations59

and annotations of uncertain quality is also crucial in order to enable separation60

of technical artifacts from effects of interest rooted in the underlying genome biol-61

ogy. Typical examples of this challenge include annotation of untranslated regions62

(UTRs), ncRNA genes, or identification of transposable elements: comparing two63

genome annotations, one would like to know whether differences in UTR lengths64

or ncRNA gene and transposon content are due to insufficient data for annotation,65

annotation workflow settings, or genome evolution.66

Here we present our AEGeAn [10] (Analysis and Evaluation of Genome67

Annotations) framework and toolset as a practical approach to facilitate compar-68

isons across assemblies, annotations, and genomes in view of the described chal-69

lenges. AEGeAn generalizes our previously published ParsEval software [11] for70

comparing two sets of annotations for the same genome assembly. The basic idea71

is to represent a given assembly/annotation pair as a set of distinct units that can72

be largely independently characterized and updated. We show how the parsing of a73

genome into such distinct iLoci provides a suitable “coordinate system” for working74

with rapidly changing genome assembly/annotation data. Applications to genome75

project data for various animal and plant species demonstrate how iLoci analyses76

can give insights into genome organization and features, as well as assembly and77

annotation status.78

Methods79

Toolkit scope and design80

Motivated by the challenges of present day genome data reviewed in the Back-81

ground section, we have developed a computational toolkit for the Analysis and82

Evaluation of Genome Annotations (AEGeAn [10]). AEGeAn includes functions83

that address questions of genome content, genome organization, and cross-genome84

comparisons by precisely defined measures. The first range of questions concerning85

genome content include: How many genes are annotated for a particular assem-86

bly/annotation pair? What can be said about their length, number of exons, nu-87

cleotide composition, and other characteristics? What proportion of the genome is88

occupied by these genes? What fraction of genes are protein-coding versus ncRNA89

genes? How many of the gene models have support from transcript evidence, and90

how many genes can be identified as likely homologs of genes in other species?91

These seemingly simple questions actually require very precise processing of the92

annotation file to be reproducibly and meaningfully answered. In particular, the93

handling of alternative transcription as well as overlapping gene models needs to be94

unambiguously defined.95
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The second range of questions concerning genome organization include: How96

densely or sparsely packed are the genes? Is there clustering of genes, and if so,97

how large are these clusters, and what types of genes occur in clusters (e.g., [12])?98

More generally, how is the intergenic space organized?99

Thirdly, all of the above questions are of interest in a comparative genomics con-100

text (e.g., [13]). To what extent are genomes within a clade of species similarly101

organized? And, maybe even more intriguingly, to what extent is genome organiza-102

tion functionally important?103

The design of the toolkit followed bioinformatics software engineering principles104

that emphasize reproducible, scalable, and extensible open source code that is easy105

to use and integrates with existing data repositories such as NCBI Genome [14] and106

other toolkits such as GenomeTools [15, 16]. Minimal required data input consists107

of a triplet of files (G,A, P ): G is a set of of one or more genome sequences provided108

in multi-FASTA formats; A is the associated genome annotation provided in GFF3109

[17] format; and P is the set of annotated protein-coding gene products, in multi-110

FASTA format. For most sequenced genomes, such files are readily accessible at111

NCBI Genome [14]. For simplicity, genome annotation provided in other formats112

would have to be converted to GFF3 input using widely available third-party scripts.113

In most cases, the protein file P could be generated from the CDS annotation in114

the GFF3 file. However, the more general specification of a separate P file accounts115

for non-templated gene products that may be cited in the annotation file. AEGeAn116

includes format-checking utilities that flag semantic inconsistencies in the input and117

suggest GenomeTools functions to remedy identified problems.118

Conceptual definition of interval loci119

To address the toolkit design prescriptions, we introduce a precise parsing of an120

assembly/annotation pair into smaller units, termed interval loci, that provide a121

robust, granular, and dynamic strategy for answering the biological questions posed122

above. Each interval locus (or iLocus) is intended to capture the local genomic con-123

text of a genic or intergenic space, providing an alternative coordinate system to124

the conventional scaffold-based system; an alternative that is substantially more125

robust to changes in assemblies and annotations. Conceptually, an iLocus is a ge-126

nomic interval, the boundaries of which are computed from annotated gene models,127

with an extension to include probable adjacent cis-regulatory regions. The precise128

procedure for computing iLoci is described in detail in the next section.129

iLoci can be distinguished by various characteristics, as summarized in Figure 1.130

iLoci containing genes are referred to as giLoci, with those encoding protein-coding131

genes labeled as piLoci and those containing non-coding genes labeled as niLoci.132

piLoci harboring multiple overlapping gene models are designated complex (ciLoci),133

while those with a single isolated gene model are designated simple (siLoci). iLoci134

containing no gene models are designated as intergenic (iiLoci) if they are flanked135

on both sides by genes, or as incomplete fragments (fiLoci) if they are are flanked136

on at least one side by an end of the corresponding parsed sequence.137

To illustrate these concepts, Figure 2 shows the parsing of a hypothetical scaffold138

into its constituent iLoci. The parsing captures an intuitive and practical decom-139

position of the genome. The piLoci comprise a non-redundant set of protein-coding140
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genes when reporting gene number or calculating descriptive statistics on gene fea-141

tures. However, more reliable results would be expected from the siLoci, or even142

better a subset of the siLoci with well supported gene models. The ciLoci will typi-143

cally require a whole lot more attention in order to establish whether the overlapping144

gene models reflect observed transcription or are artifacts of unresolved annotation145

conflicts.146

Operational definition of iLoci147

Basic procedure148

Computing iLoci for an assembled contig/scaffold/pseudo-chromosome S depends149

on a set of intervals G (corresponding to gene models annotated on S) and an150

extension parameter δ (default value: 500). The basic procedure is described in151

Algorithms 1 and 2. In brief, the ComputeLoci algorithm computes a set of152

intervals L such that any two overlapping elements gm, gn ∈ G are bounded by the153

same interval loc ∈ L. Although the algorithm is general, here gm and gn refer to154

gene bodies, defined as the interval from the start to the end of the respective an-155

notated transcription events. The ExtendIntervals algorithm then assesses each156

pair of adjacent intervals locm, locn ∈ L and determines how far the intervals can157

be extended toward each other and whether any additional space remains between158

them for the creation of a third interval: if the number of nucleotides separating the159

two intervals dist(locm, locn) > 3δ nucleotides, then locm and locn will be extended160

toward each other by δ nucleotides, each designated as a giLocus, and the remaining161

space between them will be designated as an iiLocus; if 2δ < dist(locm, locn) ≤ 3δ,162

then locm and locn are extended toward each other equally until they meet, with163

extensions potentially as long as 1.5δ, to prevent recording a short iiLocus of pos-164

itive length ≤ δ; if dist(locm, locn) ≤ 2δ, locm and locn will each be extended by165

δ resulting in slightly overlapping iLoci. The rationale for allowing iLoci bound-166

ary overlaps in these cases is to assure that any giLoci selected for inspection will167

have δ nucleotide flanks around the transcript-based gene annotation. In both cases168

where dist(locm, locn) ≤ 3δ, the toolkit records a zero-length iLocus (ziLocus) be-169

tween the adjacent giLoci for consistency and calculation of cumulative statistics170

described below.171

Post-processing to refine iLoci172

The iLocus parsing procedure is designed with the canonical case of gene organiza-173

tion in mind: a single gene model flanked on both sides by hundreds or thousands174

of nucleotides of intergenic space. All eukaryotic genomes have exceptions to this175

case, some to a greater extent than others. The basic parsing procedure can han-176

dle some exceptions, such as genes separated by very little intergenic space, but177

there are additional exceptions that occur frequently enough to merit additional178

post-processing and refinement.179

The basic procedure places two gene models in the same iLocus if their gene bod-180

ies have any overlap. While this is intended to capture gene models that may be181

conflicting or misannotated and in need of additional attention to resolve coordi-182

nates, an unintended consequence is the occasional grouping of genes with a trivial183

amount of incidental overlap. For example, if two genes—each a few kilobases in184
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Algorithm 1 Compute giLocus boundaries

1: procedure Overlap(loc, G)

2: O ← loc

3: for g′ ∈ G do

4: if g′ overlaps with loc then

5: O ← O ∪ g′

6: mark g′ as visited

7: return O

8: procedure ComputeLoci(G, δ)

9: L← ∅
10: for interval g ∈ G do

11: if g is marked as visited then

12: continue

13: interval loc← g

14: mark g as visited

15: while Overlap(loc, G) ⊃ loc do

16: loc← Overlap(loc, G)

17: L← L ∪ {loc}
18: ExtendIntervals(L, δ)

19: return L

Algorithm 2 Extend giLocus boundaries, identify iiLoci

1: procedure ExtendIntervals(L, δ)

2: for adjacent intervals x, y ∈ L do

3: if dist(x, y) < 2δ then

4: End(x)← End(x) + δ

5: Start(y)← Start(y)− δ
6: else if 2δ < dist(x, y) < 3δ then

7: midpoint← bAverage (End(x), Start(y))c
8: End(x)← midpoint

9: Start(y)← midpoint + 1

10: else

11: End(x)← End(x) + δ

12: Start(y)← Start(y)− δ
13: interval iiLocus← [End(x) + δ + 1, Start(y)− δ − 1]

14: L← L ∪ {iiLocus}
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length—happen to have 10-20 nucleotides of overlap in their UTRs, they should be185

separated and handled as distinct loci. In post-processing, we enable splitting of186

such trivially overlapping iLoci by introducing two additional parameters: ω, the187

number of nucleotides that two gene models must overlap to remain in the same188

iLocus, and κ indicating whether that overlap is calculated using entire gene bodies189

(κ = 0) or just the coding sequences (κ = 1).190

The initial procedure also groups ncRNA genes and protein-coding genes together191

if they overlap. In post-processing, ncRNA genes and protein-coding genes are192

treated separately and will not be grouped in the same iLocus regardless of overlap,193

although overlapping ncRNA genes are grouped in the same niLocus.194

An additional exception occurs when a gene resides completely within a single195

intron of another gene. These genes are placed in the same iLocus during the initial196

parsing procedure, but are separated into distinct iLoci during post-processing.197

Implementation198

In keeping with the conventions implemented by the GenomeTools library [15], most199

of the core functionality of the AEGeAn Toolkit [10] is implemented by means of200

node streams for sequential processing of genome features that are represented as201

feature graphs. In brief, genome features such as genes, exons, UTRs, and coding202

sequences are represented as nodes in a directed acyclic graph, and parent/child203

relationships between features, denoted by ID and Parent attributes in GFF3, are204

represented as edges in the graph. Each connected component (CC) in the graph,205

typically corresponding to a gene and its subfeatures, is then processed sequentially206

by one or more node streams, each designed for a specific annotation processing207

task. One advantage of this approach is that it leverages streaming algorithms with208

a low memory footprint, as at most only a small number of CCs need be loaded209

into memory at any given moment.210

The AgnLocusStream module in the AEGeAn Toolkit implements a node stream211

for computing iLocus boundaries. This node stream expects as input gene annota-212

tions (CCs with a gene feature as the root node) sorted by genomic position, but213

it is designed to work with arbitrary feature types. Initially, the node stream will214

collect a single gene feature from the input and store it in a buffer. Any subsequent215

gene features that overlap with genes in the current buffer (that is, the leftmost216

position of candidate gene is less than or equal to the rightmost position of any217

gene in the buffer) are accumulated into the buffer. This continues until the node218

stream encounters a gene that does not overlap with the buffer, initiating two opera-219

tions: first, the node stream emits a giLocus feature spanning all genes in the buffer;220

second, the node stream resets the buffer and begins accumulating the next gene221

or set of genes. A reference to the previously emitted giLocus is also maintained,222

enabling the refinement of boundaries between giLoci and, when appropriate, the223

designation of iiLoci, as described in Algorithm 2.224

The AEGeAn Toolkit’s AgnLocusRefineStream module implements a node stream225

for post-processing the initial iLocus designations, as described in the previous sec-226

tion. Any genes belonging to the same giLocus that do not overlap by at least ω227

nucleotides in their gene bodies (or coding sequences if κ = 1), as well as genes228

contained completely within the intron of another gene, are split into distinct over-229

lapping giLoci.230
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More generally, the AEGeAn Toolkit includes a variety of components. Node231

streams and other core components are implemented in the C language and orga-232

nized into reusable modules. All core modules are compiled into a single shared ob-233

ject file to facilitate integration with other software by dynamic linking. Finally, a va-234

riety of executable programs for annotation processing and analysis composed from235

these core modules are also provided. In particular, the LocusPocus program pro-236

vides the primary user interface to the AgnLocusStream and AgnLocusRefineStream237

modules. A detailed description of command-line usage and program inputs and238

outputs is provided in the AEGeAn Toolkit’s source code distribution.239

Genome content statistics240

As discussed in the Background section, derivation of genome characteristics for241

comparison across species requires selection of reliable subsets of data for analysis.242

The precise selection criteria used will depend on the questions being asked, but243

commonly involve a small set of descriptive statistics (see e.g. [18]) that can easily be244

computed from the iLocus sequence and/or associated annotation. These include the245

length and nucleotide composition of the iLocus itself, as well as the count, length,246

and composition of corresponding features such as genes, RNAs, exons, introns, and247

coding sequences. Statistics are computed by invoking the stats task of the AEGeAn248

fidibus script (see Additional file 2: wfscripts/run-fidibus-stats.ipynb) and249

are stored in tab-separated plain text (.tsv) files to facilitate import into popular250

statistics packages.251

Additional characteristics for comparison and filtering may not always be directly252

accessible from the iLocus sequence or annotation but derive from computation253

using external data sources. Such values can then be attached to an iLocus annota-254

tion using key-value pairs in GFF3’s attribute column. For example, gene model255

quality can be measured with statistics such as Maker’s annotation edit distance256

[19] or the GAEVAL integrity score [20], and homology status can be determined257

via reciprocal BLAST searches or clustering of iLocus protein products.258

Descriptive statistics are reported only for a single annotated transcript at each259

iLocus to ensure that aggregate statistics are not biased by redundancy in the data260

resulting from genes with many annotated isoforms, for example. The reported tran-261

script is selected according to the amino acid length of its translation product: the262

transcript with the longest product is reported. In cases where multiple transcripts263

have translation products of identical length, the transcript with the lexicograph-264

ically smallest ID attribute is reported, ensuring reproducible and deterministic265

reporting.266

Cumulative lengths of different iLocus types are calculated after proper account-267

ing of any iLocus overlaps to ensure each nucleotide in the genome is counted only268

once (see Additional file 2: wfscripts/make-Tables1-3.sh). When reported as269

a fraction of the entire genome, the genomic space occupied for different iLocus270

categories is calculated as a fraction of effective genome size, defined as the total271

number of nucleotides in the genome that do not reside within fiLoci. This will mit-272

igate potentially confounding inflation of genome size by many short unannotated273

sequences or sequence fragments.274
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Genome organization statistics275

Beyond genome content, the iLocus framework also allows systematic study of dif-276

ferent aspects of genome organization. Here we focus on gene orientation and spac-277

ing: are there species-specific patterns of gene arrangements, and how do natural278

genomes differ in these respects from statistical expectation (e.g. [21])? Because279

of the flexible design of the code base described in the Implementation section,280

these questions can easily be generalized and extended, for example with respect to281

selection of subtypes of genic loci.282

To study gene orientation, the LocusPocus program reports for each iiLocus the283

transcriptional orientation of the flanking giLoci as FF, RR, RF, or FR, correspond-284

ing to forward, reverse, outward, and inward orientations, respectively. For example,285

FF indicates that both flanking genes are transcribed on the top strand relative to286

the given assembly and annotation. In the case that an iiLocus is flanked by one287

or more ciLoci, the orientation of the gene models directly flanking the intergenic288

space are reported. Differences in occurrence numbers and lengths of outward and289

inward iiLoci are determined for possible interpretation in terms of promoter archi-290

tecture: outward orientation for a short iiLocus might correspond to a bidirectional291

promoter. One could also identify the longest stretches of genes all on the forward292

strand, all on the reverse strand, or periodically alternating between strands to293

probe the extent of co-linear transcription.294

Long iiLoci are flagged as regions for annotation review. More generally, for each295

giLocus, the lengths of the flanking iiLoci are reported. In cases where a giLocus296

abuts or overlaps with another giLocus, the corresponding iiLocus length is set to297

zero, and the number of overlapping nucleotides is recorded. The software tracks298

these cases as zero-length iiLoci (ziLoci). The iiLocus lengths are used in two differ-299

ent ways to reveal gene spacing characteristics. First, the distribution of aggregate300

lengths of n adjacent iiLoci shows the mode of typical gene spacings as well as301

outliers. Secondly, overlapping or abutting giLoci are collapsed into merged iLoci302

(miLoci) during post-processing and represent gene clusters; the resulting ziLoci303

are reflected in statistics that measure the characteristics of N adjacent iiLoci or of304

all iiLoci in aggregate.305

To evaluate observed gene spacing patterns with statistical expectation, we im-306

plemented a procedure to generate randomized gene arrangements relative to a307

given input genome annotation. First, iLoci are computed with δ = 0 to identify308

the precise boundaries of annotated genic regions. Next, giLoci are removed from309

the sequence and the remaining iiLoci are concatenated. Then, new positions are310

randomly selected from a uniform distribution for re-inserting the giLoci in shuf-311

fled order into the sequence. As each giLocus is re-inserted, the genomic sequence312

is expanded, and all downstream re-insertion site positions are adjusted accord-313

ingly. Re-running the iLocus parsing procedure and computing neighbor statistics314

on these random arrangements provides a baseline for comparison, revealing how315

genome annotations as observed differ (at the genome scale) from what could be316

expected from a completely random arrangement of genes.317

Comparing assembly/annotation pairs: iLocus stability318

Given two assembly/annotation versions A and B for the same genome, the question319

arises how the A iLoci map onto the iLoci set calculated for B. Let us assume320
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that B is a later, improved version of A. Two cases can be distinguished. In the321

first case, the genome assembly is the same for A and B, but the annotation has322

changed, for example by inclusion of newer experimental data that led to annotation323

of non-coding genes, novel splice forms, or rejection of previous hypothetical gene324

structure models. In the second case, both the genome assembly and the annotation325

have changed, the former presumably due to additional genomic sequencing data326

that led to a less fragmented assembly. The mapping of iLoci may include several327

possibilities: 1) an A iLocus maps essentially unchanged to a B iLocus (although328

its genomic sequence identifier and coordinates may be different in a new assembly;329

2) an old iLocus may not map at all to the B set; 3) set B may include novel iLoci;330

and 4), there may be partial mapping of iLoci, for example when a novel non-coding331

gene annotation breaks up genomic space that had previously been annotated as332

intergenic space.333

Mapping of the iLoci may involve sequence alignments spanning considerable334

gaps, as would be the case when a newer assembly provides gap-filling compared to335

the older assembly. Thus, we chose the LASTZ pairwise aligner [22] and evaluate336

results based on the overall quality and length of the maximal chain of high-scoring337

segment pairs. Specifically, query iLoci sequences were matched against target iLoci338

sequence sets with LASTZ parameters –ambiguous=iupac –filter=identity:95 –chain339

(Additional file 2: comparisons/run*.sh). The output of LASTZ was processed340

as follows to provide a classification of a query locus qlocus of length qlength based341

on any chained matches (chain length clength) against a subject locus slocus of342

length slength:343

• qlocus is without hits344

• qlocus has no qualifying hits and is designated as unmapped345

• qlocus matches slocus such that clength/qlength ≥ 0.9 and clength/slength ≥346

0.9 and is designated as conserved347

• qlocus matches slocus such that clength/qlength ≥ 0.9 and clength/slength <348

0.9 and is designated as contained349

• qlocus matches slocus such that clength/qlength < 0.9 and clength/slength ≥350

0.9 and is designated as anchored351

• qlocus is designated redefined if there are subject loci with respect to which352

it is contained and others with respect to which it is anchored353

Cases in which a query ilocus is conserved with respect to multiple subject iloci354

may occur when the assemblies contain duplicated genes and are noted in the355

LASTZ parsing script output.356

Comparing genome content and organization between related genomes:357

homologous iLoci358

Given a set of annotated genome assemblies for a clade of related species, we com-359

pute homologous iLoci (hiLoci) via a protein clustering procedure. For each species,360

a representative protein sequence is selected for each piLocus (as described in the361

Genome content statistics section). The distinct protein complements from all362

species are then combined, and the aggregate collection of protein sequences is363

clustered using cd-hit [23].364
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In brief, cd-hit processes proteins iteratively from longest to shortest. The first365

protein is assigned to a cluster by itself and is designated the representative sequence366

of the cluster. Each subsequent protein is compared to all previous clusters: If the367

alignment of the protein to a cluster’s representative sequence satisfies the specified368

sequence identity, length similarity, and alignment coverage criteria, it is added to369

that cluster, and the program advances to the next protein; if a protein cannot370

be added to any cluster by user-specified clustering criteria, it is placed in a new371

cluster by itself and designated the representative sequence of that cluster.372

Following the clustering procedure, a data structure designated as homologous373

iLocus (hiLocus) is created for each protein cluster, and the piLoci corresponding374

to the proteins in that cluster are assigned to that hiLocus. The hiLocus thus375

provides a link between piLoci from related species and a relative measure of how376

well conserved the corresponding protein is within the given clade.377

This protein clustering procedure is invoked using the cluster task of the AEGeAn378

fidibus script. The default parameters are as follows: sequence identity ≥ 50%;379

length difference ≤ 50%; alignment coverage for longer sequence ≥ 60%; align-380

ment coverage for shorter sequence ≥ 60%. On the command line these parameters381

are specified as -c 0.50 -s 0.50 -aL 0.60 -aS 0.60. The default values can be382

overridden, and additional criteria can be set by the user.383

Data sets analyzed384

We retrieved RefSeq genome assemblies and corresponding annotations for ten385

model organisms (as listed in Table 1) to illustrate the utility of iLoci for provid-386

ing a descriptive overview of genome composition and organization. Species were387

selected to provide a broad sampling of eukaryotic diversity, with a preference for388

robust model organisms with mature chromosome-level genome assemblies and ex-389

tensive community-supported annotation. For each species, we computed iLoci and390

associated feature statistics, including length, nucleotide composition, exon count,391

and effective length, using standard fidibus build tasks as described before.392

Using iLocus summaries of these ten model organisms as a baseline for comparison,393

we characterized the genome content and organization of four additional species of394

interest that serve as important experimental models for evolutionary and ecological395

studies: the microcrustacean Daphnia pulex, the primitively eusocial paper wasp396

Polistes dominula, the green alga Volvox carteri, and the suboscine passerine bird397

Manacus vitellinus. These four genomes were processed using the same procedure as398

the ten model organisms. Precise configurations and commands run for all analyses399

are available in Additional file 1 and at https://github.com/BrendelGroup/400

iLoci_SLB21.401

Finally, we retrieved and processed, in the same manner as above, large collec-402

tions of genomes from NCBI RefSeq branches and computed branch averages of all403

statistics of interests. We report on these statistics as another baseline for genome404

evaluation in taxonomic evolutionary context.405

Classifying hiLoci from a clade of 9 chlorophyte species406

To investigate the extent of gene conservation in the green algae (phylum:407

Chlorophyta), we collected and processed data for nine chlorophyte species408
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(Auxenochlorella protothecoides, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, Chlorella variabilis,409

Coccomyxa subellipsoidea, Micromonas commoda, Micromonas pusilla, Ostreococ-410

cus lucimarinus, Ostreococcus tauri, and Volvox carteri), as well as four land plants411

(Arabidopsis thaliana, Brachypodium distachyon, Medicago truncatula, and Oryza412

sativa) as an outgroup. Retrieval of annotations and sequences and calculation of413

hiLoci was invoked using standard procedures as described in previous Methods414

sections (and Additional file 2: README explore-Chlorophyta.md). Fol-415

lowing the protein clustering procedure, each hiLocus was assigned a preliminary416

classification: highly conserved if it had a representative from each of the nine chloro-417

phyte genomes; conserved if it had a representative from at least four chlorophyte418

genomes; matched if it had a representative from at least two genomes (including419

the outgroups); and unmatched if it had a representative from only a single genome.420

hiLoci initially classified as unmatched were subjected to additional screening421

to distinguish conserved proteins lacking a nearly-full-length match (due to incom-422

plete or incorrect annotation, or true evolutionary divergence) from orphan proteins423

without any reliable match. hiLoci with a BLASTP match against another species424

(-evalue 1e-10) were reclassified as matched, while those lacking a match were425

reclassified as orphan.426

Results427

iLoci provide an informative decomposition of genome content428

We computed iLoci for ten model organisms representing a wide range of eukaryotic429

diversity and provide a summary of each genome and its iLocus complement in Ta-430

ble 1 (for workflow commands, see Additional file 2: README refr-genome-431

summary.md). The genome assembly sizes in this sampling of eukaryotes span432

two orders of magnitude, ranging from 12.1 Mb in Saccharomyces cerevisiae to over433

3 Gb in Homo sapiens. Several genomes are represented exclusively by chromosome434

sequences, some exclusively by unplaced genomic scaffolds, and some by a combina-435

tion of both. The number of fiLoci, with a strict upper bound of twice the number436

of assembled sequences, is informative primarily with respect to assembly status.437

For most of these genomes, the observed number of fiLoci is close to half of the438

upper limit. There are two reasons for why the observed number of fiLoci can be439

lower than the upper limit: (1) the presence of gene annotations near the end of440

a genomic sequence (within 2 × δ, in which case no fiLocus is recorded); and (2)441

the inclusion of unannotated (short) scaffolds in the genome sequence set (which442

results in one fiLocus per unannotated scaffold spanning the entire sequence). Here,443

for example, the numbers for S. cerevisiae are consistent with a compact genome,444

the numbers for C. reinhardtii are consistent with a fragmented genome assembly445

including many unannotated scaffolds, and the numbers for mouse and human are446

consistent with complete genomes.447

iiLoci correspond to intergenic DNA and are reflective of genome organization.448

There can be at most n − m iiLoci in a genome with n genes and m annotated449

sequences, but closely-spaced genes will reduce the number of observed iiLoci, as450

will the presence of unannotated scaffolds.451

The abundance of piLoci in each genome (representing distinct protein-coding452

regions) spans just a single order of magnitude, from 5,878 piLoci in Saccharomyces453
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cerevisiae to 31,492 in Medicago truncatula (Table 2). The total space occupied454

by piLoci, however, spans two orders of magnitude, similar to genome size. This455

is explained by a distinct contrast in siLocus length between vertebrates and the456

other species (Additional file 1: Figure S1; (for workflow commands, see Addi-457

tional file 2: notebooks/make-SF1.ipynb)), the compound result of increases in458

both intron abundance and length (Additional file 2: notebooks/make-SF5c-459

SF8.ipynb). We note that while the protein-coding gene portion of the human460

genome is commonly reported as 2-4%, this refers only to protein-coding exons.461

The inclusion of introns and UTRs places the protein-coding gene fraction of the462

genome at approximately 40% for both human and mouse. ciLoci are present in463

dozens to hundreds in most genomes, accounting for only a small proportion of464

genes.465

iLoci reflect patterns of genome organization466

Gene clustering is abundant in eukaryotic genomes467

There are well-described examples of gene clusters in eukaryotic genomes, such as468

those associated with Hox genes [24]. Hox clusters are composed of functionally469

related developmental genes with a conserved colinear arrangement, a common di-470

rection of transcription, occurring in close proximity in the genome. More generally,471

gene clusters described in the literature need not be comprised only of genes that472

are directly adjacent, but are loosely defined as sets of genes of a common function473

situated much closer to each other than would be expected by chance [25]. However,474

the spatial distribution of genes in general, the extent to which genes are tightly475

packed throughout the entire genome, and the characteristics of these gene-dense476

regions have not been extensively studied in eukaryotes. Merged iLoci (miLoci) pro-477

vide a well-defined unit of analysis for investigating the spatial distribution of genes478

genome-wide. Using miLoci, we surveyed genome organization in the selected ten479

model organisms.480

Genes cluster together frequently in eukaryotic genomes. The most frequent group-481

ings involve a small number (2-4) of genes (see Table 3), but all genomes include482

larger clusters involving dozens or even hundreds of tightly packed genes. The bud-483

ding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae is an extreme example, populated almost en-484

tirely by just 294 miLoci encompassing all but 176 genes in the entire genome.485

Caenorhabditis elegans and Drosophila melanogaster also bear signatures of a higher486

overall level of genome compactness, with larger numbers (and overall proportion)487

of genes merged into miLoci and a larger proportion of genomic sequence occupied488

by miLoci.489

In general, clustered genes do not differ substantially in length or nucleotide com-490

position from spaced out genes. However, especially among large miLoci, clustered491

genes are often functionally related. The longest miLoci in the human genome in-492

clude a cluster of 22 snoRNA genes on chromosome 14, a cluster of 19 genes from493

AP2A1 to NUP62CL on chromosome 19, and a cluster of keratin associated pro-494

teins on chromosome 21, while in mouse the longest miLocus is comprised of 76495

microRNA genes, on chromosome 2. In the non-mammal vertebrates, the longest496

miLoci consist exclusively of long stretches of hundreds tRNA gene annotations. As497

tRNA-derived SINE transposons are known to be abundant in at least one of these498
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species [26], and no annotations for such transposons appear to be included in the499

RefSeq annotation, it is likely these miLoci capture large clusters of misannotated500

repetitive elements. The latest annotation of Medicago truncatula includes several501

rRNA gene clusters, identified in the miLoci list by our default parameter δ = 500.502

The distribution of miLoci along the chromosome is mostly uniform for com-503

pact genomes such as Drosophila and C. elegans. For less compact genomes, we504

observe variation in the uniformity of miLocus distribution. For example, in Med-505

icago, miLoci appear to be more frequent at the chromosome ends, while in ver-506

tebrate species a depletion of miLoci in pericentromeric regions is most obvious507

(Additional file 2: notebooks/explore-miLoci.ipynb).508

The spacing of genes over longer ranges is revealed by distributions of aggregate509

lengths of r adjacent iiLoci (r-scans [27]). Long-range spacing of genes varies consid-510

erably in eukaryotes, with some species exhibiting homogeneous gene spacing over511

relatively short spans (spans of 5-10 genes in Caenorhabditis elegans and Medicago512

truncatula), and others showing heterogeneous spacing even over long spans (spans513

of more than 30 genes in Mus musculus; see Additional file 1: Figure S2; for514

workflow commands, see Additional file 2: notebooks/make-SF2.ipynb).515

Gene orientation516

The iLocus framework provides a convenient approach to analyzing the strand lo-517

cations of genes. We categorize the iiLoci based on the length and orientation of the518

flanking giLoci, as described in subsection Genome organization statistics in519

Methods. The stacked barplots showing the distribution of iiLocus length, grouped520

by orientation, are given for the ten model organisms in Additional file 1: Figure521

S3 (generated by Additional file 2: notebooks/make-SF3.ipynb) and for the522

randomized gene positioning control in Figure S4 (generated by Additional file523

2: notebooks/make-SF4.ipynb). Note that for this study, iLoci were determined524

with δ = 0 to allow investigation of short intergenic regions (for workflow commands,525

see Additional file 2: wfscripts/run-explore-gene-orientation.sh).526

Comparing the two sets of figures, it is clear that the iiLocus orientation types do527

not occur in random proportions in the natural genomes. However, the patterns of528

deviation depending on iiLocus length are different between species. Anopheles and529

Drosophila show the most even pattern across all length bins. Mouse and human530

show an intriguing preponderance of the outward (RF) orientation type for short531

iiLoci but relative avoidance of the type for longer iiLoci. Zebrafish (Danio rerio)532

seems to favor the colinear types FF and RR until the longest iiLocus length bins. C.533

elegans shows a preference for FF in the same length ranges. Lastly, M. truncatula534

has high numbers of inward (FR) orientation types for iiLocus lengths up to around535

1 kb. Detailed interpretations of these differences would involve exploration of gene536

types and chromosomal location, but for here we simply emphasize the readily537

availability of these genome organization data within the iLocus framework.538

Compactness of eukaryotic genomes varies widely539

We further explore the notion of compactness of a genome by two complementary540

measures calculated on the constituent chromosome or long scaffold sequences: φ,541

defined as the fraction of giLoci in the sequence merged into miLoci; and σ, defined542
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as the proportion of the sequence occupied by miLoci. Distinct quadrants in the543

plot reflect characteristic overall genome organization. Low values of φ associated544

with low values of σ (lower left) correspond to genes as “islands” in an “ocean”545

of intergenic (presumably repetitive) DNA. High values of φ associated with low546

values of σ (lower right) correspond to “archipelagos” of genes. And high values547

of φ associated with high values of σ (upper right) correspond to “compact” (or548

“continental”) genome organization.549

Let the average iiLocus length be ρ-times the average giLocus length (g), and let m

and n be the number of giLoci and iiLoci, respectively. Then σ = φmg/(mg+nρg),

and if φ is small, then n ≈ (1− φ)m, and the following approximation holds:

σ ≈ φ

1 + (1− φ)ρ
. (1)

When φ is close to one, then also σ ≈ φ, unless the genome had very dis-550

tinct densely packed multi-genic regions separate from substantial non-genic re-551

gions. Thus, major deviations from the expected curve are revealing of extreme552

genome organization, as discussed above. Figure 3A gives the curves for ρ equal to553

0.1, 1, 2, 4, and 8 (produced by Additional file 2: notebooks/make-F3a-SF6-554

SF7.ipynb; for workflow commands, see Additional file 2: README refr-555

genome-compactness.md and Additional file 2: wfscripts/run-explore-556

compactness-refr.ipynb).557

Empirical (φ, σ) values calculated for continuous genome sequences of at least 1558

Mb for the 10 model species reveal a wide range of genome compactness across559

eukaryotes, yet show remarkable consistency within species (Figure 3A) and even560

within clades and branches (as confirmed by sampling of additional species; see561

Additional file 1: Figures S5a-S5d and Figure 3B; for workflow commands,562

see Additional file 2: notebooks/make-F3b.ipynb and Additional file563

2: wfscripts/run-explore-compactness-othg.sh and taxa/README.md).564

Genome compactness scales roughly with genome size, at least across major clade565

divisions and levels of organismal complexity. Within Chlorophyta, compactness566

scales almost perfectly with genome size, although this trend is not maintained in567

clades characterized by larger genome sizes. Consistent with previous described ob-568

servations, sequences from Saccharomyces cerevisiae are the most compact of all 10569

model organisms analyzed. Alternatively, very few sequences show extremely low570

levels of overall compactness: only six sequences of the ten model organisms have571

φ < 0.2 and σ < 0.2, two of which correspond to mammalian sex chromosomes,572

with the other four corresponding to unplaced scaffolds from Xenopus tropicalis.573

This trend continues with most other genomes and annotations from RefSeq, with574

only a few genome averages below both thresholds (Figure 3B). Likewise, very575

few sequences are dominated by an “archipelago”-type organization (high φ and576

low σ). Those with φ > 0.7 and σ < 0.3 are annotated almost exclusively with long577

stretches of dozens or hundreds of tRNA gene annotations in Xenopus tropicalis578

and Danio rerio.579

Adjusting the value of the δ parameter used in the initial iLocus parsing procedure580

can have a moderate effect on (φ, σ) measures of genome compactness. As expected,581
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reducing the length of δ extensions results in a decrease in reported genome com-582

pactness, while increased values of δ result in reports of higher genome compactness583

(Additional file 1: Figure S6). However, relative compactness between different584

genomes appears robust to changes in the δ parameter.585

Gene clustering occurs more frequently than expected by chance586

To investigate whether gene clustering occurs more frequently than expected by587

chance, we computed random arrangements of genes on each long (≥ 1 Mb) chromo-588

some or scaffold sequence and re-computed iLoci and associated summary statistics589

for comparison with the observed annotation.590

Random positioning of genes results in decreased levels of gene clustering across591

all species as reflected by several measures: a decrease in the number of miLoci;592

a decrease in the space occupied by miLoci; a decrease in the number of genes593

per miLocus; and an increase in the number of singleton genes not associated with594

miLoci (Additional file 1: Table S1). Signatures of genome compactness are also595

influenced by random arrangement of genes, reflecting less compactness relative596

to the actual annotated positioning of genes. The (φ, σ) statistics calculated on597

long genomic sequences are consistently lower for random arrangements than actual598

arrangements for all model species (Additional file 1: Figure S7), with the599

exception of the extremely compact Saccharomyces cerevisiae genome.600

“LocusPocus Fidibus”: an incantation for any genome601

Evaluating new genome assemblies and annotations is a common and critical chal-602

lenge in contemporary biology, but is hampered by limited community bioinformat-603

ics support and the lack of precise standards for systematic comparisons of genome604

content and arrangement. Having explored the range of genome composition and605

organization in eukaryotic model organisms, we turn now to the question of newly606

sequenced genomes: How does the new genome fit into the broader universe of eu-607

karyotic organisms, and more interestingly, how does the new genome compare to608

genomes from closely related species?609

iLoci address these challenges both by offering a well-defined “common currency”610

for comparisons of genome content and organization and by providing associated611

software tools to facilitate analysis and re-analysis of old and new data alike. The612

LocusPocus and Fidibus programs are designed for painless adoption by researchers613

with minimal bioinformatics expertise and require only a small number of standard614

input files. In return, they produce a wealth of descriptive statistics not only on615

iLoci but also on their constituent genes, transcripts, and associated features.616

With baseline expectations about eukaryotic genome content and organization617

established by iLocus analysis of large numbers of genomes from RefSeq, including618

ten model organism genomes, we now demonstrate how these tools can be applied619

to evaluate genomes of particular species of interest.620

Volvox carteri621

The green algae (phylum Chlorophyta) diverged from land plants an estimated622

1 billion years ago [28] and encompass a diverse set of organisms ubiquitous in623

marine and soil environments. Chlorophytes exhibit substantial variation in physical624
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stature, genome size, and cellular complexity, and include many important systems625

for study of the evolution of multicellularity and photosynthesis. The publication626

of the Volvox carteri genome [29] reported over 5,000 protein families conserved627

between Volvox (a multicellular alga) and Chlamydomonos reinhardtii (a unicellular628

relative), accounting for over a third of both species’ respective proteomes.629

The genome content of Volvox is very similar to that of Chlamydomonas across630

a variety of iLocus measures. Characteristics of protein-coding regions in particu-631

lar (summarized in Tables 1-2) show striking similarity: piLoci account for 89.2632

Mb (69.1%) of the Volvox genome (compared to 74.1 Mb (68.2%) of the Chlamy-633

domonas genome), and both genomes harbor a similar number of single-exon piLoci634

(1086 vs 1127, respectively) and very few ciLoci (44 and 42, respectively). With635

respect to genome organization, Volvox and Chlamydomonas contain comparable636

numbers of miLoci (3229 and 3029, respectively; Table 3) and exhibit a remark-637

ably similar level of gene density. The (φ, σ) values measuring genome compact-638

ness of the two species fall within a nearly identical range, with Volvox shifted to639

slightly lower values (Additional file 1: Figures S5a, produced by Additional640

file 2: notebooks/make-F4a-F4b-SF5a.ipynb). These observations are consis-641

tent with the claims that, despite an estimated 50-200 million years of divergence642

and major differences in cellular complexity, the genomes of Volvox and Chlamy-643

domonas are impressively similar [29].644

With several representative chlorophyte genomes now available from RefSeq [30],645

we leveraged iLoci to characterize the extent of gene conservation in Volvox rel-646

ative to the entire phylum. piLoci from all nine species were grouped together as647

homologous iLoci (hiLoci) based on a clustering of their protein products, and the648

relative conservation status of each hiLocus was determined (see Methods). Fig-649

ure 4 presents a breakdown of all nine genomes according to iLocus type and650

conservation status, showing both the number of iLoci in each category as well as651

the proportion of the genome occupied by iLoci from each category (figure pro-652

duce by Additional file 2: notebooks/make-F4a-F4b-SF5a.ipynb). Counts653

and aggregate space occupied by intergenic regions and assembly fragments (iiLoci654

and fiLoci, respectively) reflect the diversity of genome size and gene density across655

Chlorophyta, ranging from 10-25 Mb genomes almost completely devoted to protein-656

coding genes (in Micromonas and Ostreococcus) to genomes well over 100 Mb in657

size with abundant intergenic space (in Volvox and Chlamydomonas).658

A small number of piLoci from each genome are designated as orphans, indicating659

no reliable protein match in any other species, while the majority are designated as660

matched, having at least one match in another species. The designations conserved661

and highly conserved were applied only to hiLoci whose protein products are well662

conserved throughout the phylum (conserved : conserved in at least 4 species; highly663

conserved : conserved in all 9 species) and differ in amino acid length by no more664

than a factor of 2 within a hiLocus. Given these stricter criteria, we observe on665

the order of 100 highly conserved piLoci and 1000 conserved piLoci in each species.666

A total of 3130 Volvox piLoci and 3261 Chlamydomonas piLoci were grouped into667

2928 common hiLoci, 2803 of which contain a single ortholog from both species.668

Highly conserved piLoci are associated with a variety of cellular components and669

processes, most prominently proteins related to ribosomes and kinase/phosphatase670
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activity. The vast majority of orphan piLoci are annotated as “predicted” or “hy-671

pothetical proteins.” Among the handful with functional annotations, flagellar-672

associated proteins are prominent in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii orphans, while673

Jordan transposition proteins are prominent in Volvox carteri orphans.674

Polistes dominula675

The paper wasp Polistes dominula is an important model for the study of social676

behavior and evolution and was one of the first species of the family Vespidae to677

have its genome sequenced [31]. The Polistes genome is intermediate across many678

measures relative to the survey of ten reference genomes, in particular the two679

insect genomes (the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster and the mosquito Anopheles680

gambiae). Polistes contains 3,969 iiLoci occupying 48.8 Mb (23.4%) of the genome,681

compared to 3,452 iiLoci occupying 35.5 Mb (24.7%) of the Drosophila genome682

and 7,726 iiLoci occupying 149.2 Mb (56.3%) of the Anopheles genome (Table 1683

and Additional file 2: notebooks/make-SF5c-SF8.ipynb). Polistes is distinct684

from the other insects, however, in that both siLoci and ciLoci are less abundant in685

its genome, and yet collectively they account for a larger proportion of the genome686

and a larger amount of absolute space (Tables 1-2). Similar results are observed687

when compared against invertebrates: raw counts of iLoci are comparable across688

each category, with a decreased number of piLoci, yet the relative occupancy of689

piLoci is greater (Additional file 1: Table S2).690

In terms of gene organization, the Polistes genome harbors 2,085 miLoci, com-691

pared to 2,155 in Drosophila, 2,036 in Anopheles (Table 3), and a median of 2,298692

miLoci in invertebrates (Additional file 1: Table S3). The (φ, σ) statistics com-693

puted on miLoci reveal an intermediate level of genome compactness ((Additional694

file 1: Figures S5b, produced by Additional file 2: notebooks/make-695

SF5b.ipynb). The increased dispersion of (φ, σ) values per sequence in Polistes696

is reduced in the longest genomic scaffolds, likely reflecting local fluctuations in697

genome organization that are evened out in the pseudo-chromosome level assem-698

blies for Drosophila and Anopheles.699

Daphnia pulex700

The water flea Daphnia pulex is a species of ecological and evolutionary interest, and701

was the first crustacean genome to be sequenced [32]. Like Polistes dominula, char-702

acteristics of genome content and organization in Daphnia pulex are intermediate703

relative to the two arthropods surveyed. The most striking feature of the Daphnia704

genome is the large number of annotated genes and large fraction of single-exon705

piLoci (Table 2). Daphnia contains 30,614 piLoci, more than twice the number706

in Drosophila, Anopheles, and the median in all invertebrates (Additional file 1:707

Table S2) and second overall only to Medicago. However, the space occupied by708

these piLoci—89.2 Mb (54.3%) of the genome—is around average with respect to709

the species surveyed.710

The amount of intergenic space in the Daphnia pulex genome is also moderate—711

iiLoci account for 75.1 Mb (38.0%) of the Daphnia pulex genome, compared to 35.5712

Mb (24.7%) in Drosophila and 149.1 Mb (56.3%) in Anopheles. However, the abun-713

dance of piLoci punctuating the intergenic space results in an elevated number of714
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(shorter) iiLoci (13,052 in contrast to 3,452 in Drosophila and 7,726 in Anopheles);715

see Table 1.716

Claims regarding the relative compactness of the Daphnia genome, based primar-717

ily on average lengths of gene spans and introns, are not supported by our analysis718

[32]. iiLocus lengths are on average shorter in Daphnia compared to Drosophila719

and Anopheles (Additional file 1: Figure S8a, produced by Additional file720

2: notebooks/make-SF5c-SF8.ipynb). We confirm that genes are on average721

shorter in Daphnia than in Drosophila (Additional file 1: Figure S8b), despite722

a larger number of exons per gene (Additional file 1: Figure S8c). However,723

this appears to be influenced more by reduced exon length rather than by reduced724

intron length, as originally claimed. Median exon length is substantially shorter in725

Daphnia (154 bp) versus 248 bp in Anopheles and 289 bp in Drosophila, respec-726

tively; see Additional file 1: Figure S8d). In contrast, median intron length of727

siLoci is almost indistinguishable between Daphnia and Drosophila (75 bp and 70728

bp, respectively, and shorter than for Anopheles (91 bp); see Additional file 1:729

Figure S8e).730

Further, although we observe consistently higher (φ, σ) values for Daphnia than731

for Anopheles, relative to Drosophila the values are consistently lower, reflective of732

a smaller fraction of tightly-packed genes and a smaller proportion of the genome733

sequence occupied by such gene clusters (Additional file 1: Figure S5c, pro-734

duced by Additional file 2: notebooks/make-SF5c-SF8.ipynb). Thus, across735

multiple quantitative measures, Daphnia pulex is characterized by a moderate level736

of genome compactness relative to other arthropods and eukaryotes in general.737

Manacus vitellinus738

A widespread effort to collect and sequence avian genomes was undertaken in 2014,739

spanning most orders of bird species, including 38 new genome assemblies [33]. As a740

representative species, we chose the golden-collared manakin (Manacus vitellinus)741

with the latest NCBI assembly/annotation available from July, 2019 ([34]).742

The current genome assembly is still highly fragmented given the large number743

of sequences and fiLoci for M. vitellinus (Table 1). Relatively few piLoci (13,289)744

occupy 44.6% of the genome space (Table 2), a value closer to the mammalian745

average than the average of other vertebrates (Additional file 1: Table S2).746

Notable is the small number of single exon piLoci (Additional file 1: Table S2).747

The miLocus count (2,156) and genome occupancy (11.5%) is considerably lower748

compared to human and mouse and also low relative to vertebrate averages749

(Additional file 1: Table S3), while the siLocus proportion of all giLoci is large750

at 65.8% (Table 3). Correspondingly, the (φ, σ) statistics computed on miLoci751

confirm a low level of genome compactness (see Additional file 1: Figure S5d,752

produced by Additional file 2: notebooks/make-SF5d.ipynb).753

More complete sequencing and annotation would seem necessary in order to dis-754

tinguish avian specific genome organization from effects of scope and approach by755

the avian genome sequencing effort [33], as the currently available assemblies contain756

multiple long, isolated gene structure models, sometimes even spanning an entire757

assembly scaffold (suggestive of incomplete presumed intergenic space sequencing).758
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iLoci provide a robust representation of the genome759

Improvements in genome assemblies come at the expense of disrupting the sequence-760

based coordinate system typically used for annotating the location of genome fea-761

tures. Parsing an annotated genome into iLoci provides an alternative representation762

of the genome that is robust to assembly and annotation updates. We illustrate this763

use case with two model organism examples: (1) Comparing two annotation versions764

on the same Arabidopsis thaliana assembly; and (2) updated annotation on more765

complete genome assembly of the honey bee Apis mellifera compared to the origi-766

nal assembly and an earlier community annotation. For (1), the 2005 TAIR6 release767

was the first annotation of the A. thaliana genome managed by The Arabidopsis768

Information Resource [35], while the 2010 TAIR10 release integrates TAIR’s latest769

improvements to both the reference genome assembly and annotation using EST770

data from Sanger platforms [36].771

For both species, we computed iLoci for each assembly/annotation version and772

determined iLocus stability as described in the Methods (Additional file 1: Ta-773

ble S6). Figure 5 and Additional file 1: Table S7 provide a breakdown of774

conservation by iLocus type.775

The most obvious observation is that in both case studies the numbers of iLoci are776

fairly stable, except for easily explained changes. Thus, for the TAIR6 to TAIR10777

comparison, new developments in publicly available RNA-Seq data and ncRNAs778

presented an opportunity to update the genome annotation, culminating in Ara-779

port11 [37], which has since been incorporated into the TAIR10 labeled annotation780

used here. As a result, we see a significant increase in ncRNA annotations and a781

modest increase in protein-coding genes (see Additional file 1: Table S5). Im-782

provements in protein-coding gene annotations can be credited to incorporation of783

augmented depth of RNA-Seq data identifying novel transcript and splicing isoforms784

[37].785

Figure 5 shows that very few siLoci are unique to TAIR6, indicating stability786

over many years of annotation updates (figure produced by Additional file 2:787

notebooks/make-F5-F6.ipynb). Non-conserved siLoci are mostly contained, i.e.788

embedded in longer iLoci in the current annotation. By contrast, non-conserved789

iiLoci are mostly anchored, i.e. the original iiLocus annotation was mapped to a790

shorter new iiLocus. TAIR6-unique gene models not transferred to TAIR10 tend to791

be short (Figure 6).792

For A. mellifera, the Honey Bee Genome Sequencing Consortium’s assembly ver-793

sion Amel 2.0 and Official Gene Set 1 (OGSv1.0) were preliminary data resources794

in use prior to the initial published description of the honey bee genome in 2006795

[6], while assembly Amel 4.5 (corresponding to NCBI release 102) and OGSv3.2796

represent the consortium’s latest improvements to the genome and corresponding797

annotation as of 2014 [7, 8]. Release 103, still labeled Amel 4.5 [38], features some798

small differences from 102, such as a slight increase in the number of protein-coding799

genes, likely a result of newer gene annotation software. Release 104 (HAv3.1) is800

NCBI’s latest genome entry for A. mellifera, describing a new assembly derived801

from novel DNA sequencing technologies and, consequently, updated and revised802

annotations compared to Amel4.5. Unlike in the previous case, both annotations for803

A. mellifera were performed by the NCBI Eukaryotic Genome Annotation Pipeline,804

an automated pipeline for gene annotation, as part of [30].805
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A large number of annotation 4.5 siLoci are unmapped to assembly/annotation806

HAv3.1 (Figure 5). Figure 6 shows that these are largely shorter gene structure807

models (and thus probably explained by gene model prediction algorithm parameter808

choices).809

The main insight from these case studies is that the majority of iLoci can be810

faithfully mapped from one assembly/annotation pair to another. Practically, this811

suggests that iLoci identifiers can be used as database keys that point to entries812

containing both gene information and genome context information that will remain813

largely stable as assembly and annotation gaps are being filled.814

Discussion815

Within the context of annotating a new genome, iLoci provide a quick and con-816

venient solution for leveraging genomes of related model organisms to establish817

baseline expectations about genome composition and organization for the organism818

of interest. Similarities to genomes of related species across a broad range of mea-819

sures gives one confidence in the quality of the genome assembly and annotation.820

By contrast, any stark differences should point to specific genomic features that821

warrant additional investigation to distinguish the effects of annotation from real822

differences in genome biology. Considerable effort has been devoted to making such823

comparisons as easy as possible: relevant software is freely available as open source824

code, is engineered with a focus on resource efficiency (enabling it to run easily on825

laptop or desktop computers), and works with a small number of standard input826

files. In short, iLoci provide a “common currency” for evaluating new data sets and827

re-evaluating previously published data sets alike.828

Additional applications of iLoci in the annotation and analysis of novel genomes829

are numerous. Leveraging iLoci with strong support from expression and homology830

evidence to train species-specific gene prediction models can yield improvements831

in subsequent annotation efforts. The longest regions of the genome annotated as832

intergenic can yield insight into the proliferation of transposable and other repet-833

itive elements and ncRNA genes, or alternatively characteristics of regions where834

annotation workflows fail to predict genes. The largest regions of high gene density,835

as represented by miLoci, provide an excellent starting place for investigating the836

clustering of functionally related genes, whereas miLoci containing two genes are837

candidates for genome-wide analysis of tandem gene duplication.838

iLoci also facilitate analysis of genome organization at multiple scales. At the scale839

of whole chromosomes (or large fractions thereof), iLoci provide a well-defined mea-840

sure of genome compactness that can be compared across annotations, assemblies,841

and species. At a slightly smaller scale, iLoci can be leveraged to investigate large-842

scale changes in genome organization along the length of the chromosome, with843

possible interpretation in terms of transposon activity and other dynamic mecha-844

nisms of genome expansion and contraction. At the scale of individual genes, iLoci845

capture local aspects of genome organization, furnishing insight into gene spac-846

ing and orientation for specific genes of interest. Insight gained from analysis of847

genome organization at these various scales also lays a foundation for more detailed848

modeling of genome architecture, and perhaps even simulation of genome evolu-849

tionary dynamics. Simulating transposon activity, gene duplication, and genome850
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rearrangements at various rates, and observing the effect these have on signatures851

of large-scale genome organization provided by iLoci could yield insight into the852

dominant mechanisms driving the evolution of genome architecture in particular853

species or clades of interest.854

855

Conclusions856

Parsing annotated genome sequences into iLoci and then using these iLoci as a new857

coordinate system provides a robust and reproducible framework for investigating858

a variety of questions about genome content, architecture, and evolution. iLocus859

annotation might include contextual information for gene models in the form of up-860

and down-stream regulatory sequences. iLoci containing overlapping gene models861

can easily be identified for scrutiny seeking to distinguish gene model prediction862

errors from true compact gene organization that would likely be missed if analysis863

were performed at the level of individual genes. iLoci also provide stability across864

different versions of an annotated genome assembly, preserving gene models or in-865

tergenic regions for which local genomic context remained invariant to assembly and866

annotation updates. Finally, iLoci provide a way to break down the entire genome867

into distinct blocks that can be filtered based on their composition, gene content,868

conservation, or a variety of other characteristics of interest, thus providing finely869

tuned data sets for analyses or training and testing of predictive models.870
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Figures1021

1022

Figure 1: Classification of iLoci. Designation of iLocus types

is shown in green, with classification logic described in blue. Ab-

breviations: fiLocus, fragmented intergenic iLocus; iiLocus, complete

intergenic iLocus; giLocus, genic iLocus; niLocus, non-coding gene-

containing giLocus; piLocus, protein-coding gene-containing giLocus;

siLocus, simple piLocus; ciLocus, complex piLocus.
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1024

Figure 2: Parsing an annotated genome sequence into iLoci.

The letters A to J indicate 10 adjacent iLoci on the genomic sequence

(central horizontal line), separated by the long vertical bars. Gene anno-

tations are shown underneath the genome sequence. Exons are schema-

tized by bold horizontal lines and introns by the triangular thin lines

connecting exons. Arrows indicate transcriptional direction. iLoci A, C,

E, G, and J are without gene annotation, with A and J representing

potentially incomplete genomic fragments (fiLoci), and C, E, and G rep-

resenting complete intergenic regions (iiLoci). Each siLoci contains an-

notation for a single gene, which may involve a unique transcript (B, H,

and I) or multiple alternative transcripts (D). ciLocus F contains three

distinct, but overlapping genes. The boundaries of the gene-containing

iLoci (giLoci) are derived from the annotation ends, extended in each

direction by δ. An exception occurs between giLoci H and I, where the

extension would result in an iiLocus shorter than δ: in this case, the

bordering giLoci (H and I) are extended towards each other to fill the

entire space.
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Figure 3: Genome compactness. A. Ten reference genomes.

The curves correspond from top to bottom to the theoretical φ, σ func-

tions (Equation 1) for ρ equal to 0.1, 1, 2, 4, and 8, respectively. Each

data point corresponds to a sequence of length at least 1Mb. Short

giLoci (lower 5%-tile) and long iiLoci (top 5%-tile) were removed for

each genome prior to calculation. B. Compactness as a persistent

genome characteristic. Centroids of (φ, σ) values calculated as in A.

for different genomes from the indicated taxonomic groups.
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Figure 4: Breakdown of piLocus conservation status across

chlorophyte species.
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Figure 5: Breakdown of conservation per iLocus type. Note that

the numbers of some iLocus types have been multiplied as indicated on

the x-axis to allow visualization on the same plot.
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Figure 6: Breakdown of conservation per iLocus length bin.
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Supplementary Figures1026

Figure S1: Distribution of siLocus lengths for genomes of ten

model organisms.
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Figure S2: Aggregate lengths of n adjacent iiLoci for three

species. The value of n at which the distribution of aggregate iiLocus

lengths becomes near-normal is reflective of the range at which local

variations in gene spacing are evened out.
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Figure S3: Histograms of frequencies of iiLocus lengths, broken down

by the four orientation types. Starred length bins show significant de-

viation of counts from expectation based on Fisher’s exact test at the

1% significance level, adjusted for multiple testing.
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Figure S4: Histograms of frequencies of iiLocus lengths, broken down

by the four orientation types, for randomized gene placement in the

genome. Only chromosome/scaffold sequences of at least 1 Mb in length

were used as input data.
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(a) Chlorophytes. Data points correspond
to sequences of length at least 1 Mb.

(b) Polistes dominula and related
genomes. Data points correspond to se-
quences of length at least 2 Mb.

(c) Daphnia pulex and related genomes.
Data points correspond to sequences of length
at least 2 Mb.

(d) Vertebrates. Data points correspond to
sequences of length at least 2 Mb.

Figure S5: Genome compactness for different groups of

species. In all plots, short giLoci (lower 5%-tile) and long iiLoci (top

5%-tile) were removed for each genome prior to calculation.
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Figure S6: Comparison of (φ, σ) genome compactness with

different values of δ. Circles, squares, and stars are for δ values 300,

500, or 750, respectively. Data points correspond to sequences of length

at least 1 Mb. In all plots, short giLoci (lower 5%-tile) and long iiLoci

(top 5%-tile) were removed for each genome prior to calculation.
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Figure S7: Comparison of (φ, σ) genome compactness as mea-

sured on genomic sequences as annotated (solid squares) ver-

sus the same sequences with a random arrangement of genes

(hollow circles). Each point represents the average (centroid) of (φ, σ)

values computed on all chromosome and scaffold sequences of lengths at

least 1 Mb in the corresponding assembly. Short giLoci (lower 5%-tile)

and long iiLoci (top 5%-tile) were removed for each genome prior to

calculation.
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(a) iiLocus length distribution. The median iiLocus lengths are 2899, 4272,
and 5816 for D. pul., D. mel., and A. gam., respectively.

(b) siLocus length distribution.
The median siLocus lengths are 2306,
2993, and 3106 for D. pul., A. gam.,
and D. mel., respectively.

(c) siLocus exon counts per gene.
The median exon counts per gene are 3
for D. mel. and A. gam. and 4 for D.
pul..

(d) siLocus exon length distribu-
tion. The median exon lengths are 154,
248, and 289 for D. pul., A. gam., and
D. mel., respectively.

(e) siLocus intron length distribu-
tion. The median intron lengths are 70,
75, and 91 for D. mel., D. pul., and A.
gam., respectively.

Figure S8: Evaluation of Daphnia pulex (green) genome

compactness relative to Drosophila melanogaster (blue) and

Anopheles gambiae (red).
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Tables1027

Table 1: iLocus content of genomes from ten model organisms and four

additional species.

Species Mb1 #Seq2 fiLoci iiLoci niLoci siLoci ciLoci

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 12.1 16 11 274 393 5,777 101

Caenorhabditis elegans 100.3 6 3 6,152 19,843 19,373 359

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 120.2 1,556 1,487 6,245 0 14,253 42

Medicago truncatula 429.6 40 64 28,175 5,929 31,350 142

Anopheles gambiae 265.0 8,089 8,037 7,726 644 11,986 318

Drosophila melanogaster 143.7 1,869 1,874 3,452 3,356 12,626 650

Xenopus tropicalis 1437.5 7,727 8,004 18,580 5,181 21,454 403

Danio rerio 1371.7 1,060 1,295 23,979 15,208 25,392 481

Mus musculus 2725.5 21 42 23,771 13,342 21,117 616

Homo sapiens 3088.3 24 48 22,242 16,584 18,947 927

Volvox carteri 137.7 1,251 1,198 7,790 0 14,346 44

Polistes dominula 208.0 1,483 1,665 3,969 1,049 9,715 282

Daphnia pulex 197.3 5,191 4,759 13,052 0 30,454 160

Manacus vitellinus 1072.3 3,619 3,760 11,319 1,999 13,096 193
1Total number of nucleotides in the genome assembly.
2Total number of assembled (pseudo-)chromosomes plus any unplaced genomic scaffolds.
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Table 2: Summary of piLoci from genomes of ten model organisms and

four additional species.

Species piLoci Occupancy1 Single exon piLoci

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 5,878 11.4 Mb (94.6%) 5,613 (95.5%)

Caenorhabditis elegans 19,732 75.7 Mb (75.5%) 685 ( 3.5%)

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 14,295 74.1 Mb (68.2%) 1,127 ( 7.9%)

Medicago truncatula 31,492 158.6 Mb (37.0%) 5,701 (18.1%)

Anopheles gambiae 12,304 83.8 Mb (35.9%) 1,154 ( 9.4%)

Drosophila melanogaster 13,276 95.4 Mb (70.0%) 2,100 (15.8%)

Xenopus tropicalis 21,857 687.2 Mb (50.4%) 1,344 ( 6.2%)

Danio rerio 25,873 828.8 Mb (61.2%) 1,095 ( 4.3%)

Mus musculus 21,733 1,034.4 Mb (38.9%) 2,370 (11.0%)

Homo sapiens 19,874 1,240.1 Mb (41.2%) 1,270 ( 6.5%)

Volvox carteri 14,390 89.2 Mb (69.1%) 1,086 ( 7.5%)

Polistes dominula 9,997 137.7 Mb (72.4%) 405 ( 4.1%)

Daphnia pulex 30,614 89.2 Mb (54.3%) 5,053 (16.5%)

Manacus vitellinus 13,289 461.4 Mb (44.6%) 529 ( 4.0%)
1Total number of nucleotides occupied by piLoci and the corresponding fraction of effective genome size.

Table 3: Summary of miLoci from genomes of ten model organisms and

four additional species.

Species miLoci Occupancy1 Median #

genes2
Singletons3

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 294 11.1 Mb (92.0%) 12 176 ( 2.8%)

Caenorhabditis elegans 4,496 74.1 Mb (73.9%) 5 2,425 ( 6.1%)

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 3,029 54.5 Mb (50.2%) 3 3,796 (26.6%)

Medicago truncatula 5,715 61.1 Mb (14.3%) 2 22,657 (60.5%)

Anopheles gambiae 2,036 26.2 Mb (11.2%) 2 6,521 (50.4%)

Drosophila melanogaster 2,155 75.2 Mb (55.2%) 4 2,626 (15.8%)

Xenopus tropicalis 3,224 174.0 Mb (12.8%) 2 17,698 (65.5%)

Danio rerio 5,843 301.6 Mb (22.3%) 2 19,348 (47.1%)

Mus musculus 6,039 661.9 Mb (24.9%) 2 18,558 (52.9%)

Homo sapiens 6,790 932.8 Mb (31.0%) 2 16,668 (45.7%)

Volvox carteri 3,229 57.0 Mb (44.1%) 2 5,256 (36.5%)

Polistes dominula 2,085 74.1 Mb (38.9%) 3 2,870 (26.0%)

Daphnia pulex 6,252 58.4 Mb (35.6%) 3 9,934 (32.4%)

Manacus vitellinus 2,156 118.5 Mb (11.5%) 2 10,061 (65.8%)
1Total number of nucleotides occupied by miLoci and, in parentheses, the corresponding fraction of effective
genome size.
2Median gene count per miLocus.

3Total number of giLoci not contained in miLoci and, in parentheses, corresponding fraction of all giLoci.
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Supplementary Tables1028

Table S1: Summary of miLoci computed on randomly positioned genes.

Species miLoci Occupancy1 Median #

genes2
Singletons3

Saccharomyces cerevisiae 158 4.5 Mb (93.1%) 11 59 ( 2.4%)

Caenorhabditis elegans 5,465 76.2 Mb (76.0%) 4 2,672 ( 6.8%)

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 2,480 33.5 Mb (42.1%) 2 3,978 (37.7%)

Medicago truncatula 5,655 56.6 Mb (13.3%) 2 24,562 (65.8%)

Anopheles gambiae 1,322 18.3 Mb ( 8.0%) 2 9,474 (76.4%)

Drosophila melanogaster 3,724 68.7 Mb (50.0%) 2 4,969 (29.9%)

Xenopus tropicalis 1,952 126.1 Mb ( 9.8%) 2 17,943 (80.2%)

Danio rerio 4,675 271.9 Mb (20.3%) 2 25,284 (64.4%)

Mus musculus 4,800 548.1 Mb (20.1%) 2 23,277 (66.4%)

Homo sapiens 5,735 808.3 Mb (26.2%) 2 21,285 (58.4%)
Compare to Table 3.

Table S2: Summary of piLoci in genomes downloaded from NCBI,

grouped by taxonomic branches.

Species piLoci Occupancy1 Single Exon piLoci

Fungi 10,368 24.7 Mb (81.8%) 2,619 (34.1%)

Invertebrates 12,796 146.4 Mb (62.8%) 1,197 ( 9.8%)

Mammalian vertebrates 19,044 900.6 Mb (42.2%) 1,787 ( 9.7%)

Other vertebrates 16,032 490.9 Mb (59.6%) 769 ( 4.7%)

Plants 26,179 130.4 Mb (43.8%) 4,570 (18.5%)

Protozoa 8,266 23.3 Mb (79.5%) 3,897 (50.9%)
1Total number of nucleotides occupied by piLoci and the corresponding fraction of effective genome size.
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Table S3: Summary of miLoci in genomes downloaded from NCBI,

grouped by taxonomic branches.

Species miLoci Occupancy1 Median #

genes2
Singletons3

Fungi 1,644 22.6 Mb (76.0%) 5 683 ( 7.5%)

Invertebrates 2,306 72.9 Mb (33.5%) 3 4,904 (38.9%)

Mammalian vertebrates 3,374 305.6 Mb (15.0%) 2 15,369 (64.6%)

Other vertebrates 3,046 170.7 Mb (17.0%) 2 12,880 (62.7%)

Plants 5,403 69.4 Mb (30.1%) 2 12,788 (42.8%)

Protozoa 1,347 16.5 Mb (65.6%) 3 1,181 (18.7%)
1Total number of nucleotides occupied by miLoci and, in parentheses, the corresponding fraction of effective
genome size.
2Median gene count per miLocus.

3Total number of giLoci not contained in miLoci and, in parentheses, corresponding fraction of all giLoci.

Table S4: iLocus averages in genomes downloaded from NCBI, grouped

by taxonomic branches.

Species Mb1 #Seq2 fiLoci iiLoci niLoci siLoci ciLoci

Fungi 31.6 67 65 2,251 85 10,368 2

Invertebrates 381.9 3,120 3,881 5,789 1.157 12,293 381

Mammalian vertebrates 2,440.6 7,793 9,300 17,113 4,370 18,610 404

Other vertebrates 1,198.4 4,420 4,813 12,304 2,770 15,748 247

Plants 785.2 1,507 1,729 17,685 2,938 26,069 114

Protozoa 44.4 628 459 2,158 75 8,263 12
1Total number of nucleotides in the genome assembly.
2Total number of assembled (pseudo-)chromosomes or unplaced genomic scaffolds or, for some species, both.
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Table S5: Descriptive summary of annotated genome assemblies for A.

thaliana and A. mellifera.

TAIR6 TAIR10 Amel 4.5 Amel HAv3.1

Assembly size (Mb) 119.2 119.1 250.3 225.2

Sequences 5 5 5,320 176

Protein-coding genes 26,541 27,444 10,512 9,874

ncRNA genes 769 5,611 3,288 2,397

Total iLoci 37,299 40,488 22,533 15,945

siLoci 26,504 26,819 9,895 9,306

ciLoci 20 307 387 354

niLoci 769 5,111 3,083 2,289

iiLoci 9,997 8,244 4,165 3,778

fiLoci 9 7 5,003 218
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Table S6: iLocus stability across assembly/annotation versions.

Arabidopsis thaliana (TAIR6 → TAIR10)

all woht unmd mapd cons uncn cont anch redf

siLoci 26,504 3 152 26,349 18,115 8,234 7,269 815 150

niLoci 769 0 2 767 690 77 52 21 4

ciLoci 20 0 0 20 11 9 4 5 0

iiLoci 9,997 13 1,210 8,774 3,085 5,689 1,354 4,266 69

fiLoci 9 0 1 8 4 4 1 3 0

all iLoci 37,299 16 1,365 35,918 21,905 14,013 8,680 5,110 223

Arabidopsis thaliana (TAIR10 → TAIR6)

all woht unmd mapd cons uncn cont anch redf

siLoci 26,819 2 668 26,149 17,989 8,160 1,489 6,645 26

niLoci 5,111 6 1,513 3,592 820 2,772 2,318 448 6

ciLoci 307 0 8 299 139 160 11 147 2

iiLoci 8,244 27 62 8,155 3,042 5,113 4,637 408 68

fiLoci 7 2 0 5 3 2 2 0 0

all iLoci 40,488 37 2,251 38,200 21,993 16,207 8,457 7,648 102

Apis mellifera (4.5 → HAv3.1)

all woht unmd mapd cons uncn cont anch redf

siLoci 9,895 280 551 9,064 6,549 2,515 1,708 665 142

niLoci 3,083 30 268 2,785 973 1,812 1,434 220 158

ciLoci 387 1 6 380 234 146 31 84 31

iiLoci 4,165 292 653 3,220 1,367 1,853 1,209 627 17

fiLoci 5,003 890 620 3,493 5 3,488 3,435 47 6

all iLoci 22,533 1,493 2,098 18,942 9,128 9,814 7,817 1,643 354

Apis mellifera (HAv3.1 → 4.5)

all woht unmd mapd cons uncn cont anch redf

siLoci 9,306 36 435 8,835 6,554 2,281 815 1,248 218

niLoci 2,289 15 158 2,116 983 1,133 701 213 219

ciLoci 354 1 3 350 232 118 14 86 18

iiLoci 3,778 315 354 3,109 1,356 1,753 876 780 97

fiLoci 218 36 35 147 2 145 2 125 18

all iLoci 15,945 403 985 14,557 9,127 5,430 2,408 2,452 570
Column abbreviations: woht, without hit; unmd, unmapped; mapd, mapped; cons, conserved; uncn, unconserved;

cont, contained; anch, anchored; redf, redefined. Note that ”all“ comprises iLoci without hits, unmapped iLoci, and

mapped iLoci. Mapped iLoci comprise conserved and unconserved iLoci. The unconserved category is comprised of

contained, anchored, and redefined iLoci. See Methods for details.
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Table S7: Breakdown of conservation type by iLoci class.

Arabidopsis thaliana (TAIR6 → TAIR10)

All siLocus niLocus ciLocus iiLocus fiLocus

TAIR6 siLoci conserved 18,115 17,939 38 132 6 0

contained in 7,269 6,437 25 178 629 0

anchored by 815 712 46 1 56 0

redefined to 150 129 2 2 17 0

TAIR6 niLoci conserved 690 0 690 0 0 0

contained in 52 8 43 0 1 0

anchored by 21 2 18 0 1 0

redefined to 4 3 0 1 0 0

TAIR6 ciLoci conserved 11 4 0 7 0 0

contained in 4 0 1 2 1 0

anchored by 5 5 0 0 0 0

redefined to 0 0 0 0 0 0

TAIR6 iiLoci conserved 3,085 21 32 1 3,031 0

contained in 1,354 471 291 21 571 0

anchored by 4,266 147 441 3 3,675 0

redefined to 69 17 2 1 49 0

TAIR6 fiLoci conserved 4 0 1 0 0 3

contained in 1 1 0 0 0 0

anchored by 3 1 1 0 0 1

redefined to 0 0 0 0 0 0

Apis mellifera (4.5 → HAv3.1)

All siLocus niLocus ciLocus iiLocus fiLocus

Am45 siLoci conserved 6,549 6,479 15 51 4 0

contained in 1,708 1,449 25 153 78 3

anchored by 665 524 67 2 71 1

redefined to 142 114 5 22 0 1

Am45 niLoci conserved 973 4 958 6 5 0

contained in 1,434 886 169 105 257 17

anchored by 220 24 140 1 55 0

redefined to 158 140 3 13 0 2

Am45 ciLoci conserved 234 51 8 175 0 0

contained in 31 12 1 14 4 0

anchored by 84 57 10 9 8 0

redefined to 31 17 0 14 0 0

Am45 iiLoci conserved 1,367 22 0 1 1,344 0

contained in 1,209 375 65 42 722 5

anchored by 627 50 26 0 547 4

redefined to 17 14 0 1 2 0

Am45 fiLoci conserved 5 0 2 0 2 1

contained in 3,435 1,805 100 248 780 502

anchored by 47 5 6 0 30 6

redefined to 6 5 0 0 1 0
Rows correspond to the type annotated in the earlier annotation version, and columns correspond to the type

annotated in the later version.
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Additional Files1029

Additional file 1 — Supplementary figures and tables1030

This PDF file contains all the supplementary figures and tables referred to in the text.1031

Additional file 2 — Workflow documentation, scripts, and notebooks1032

This file is a zip archive of our github repository1033

https://github.com/BrendelGroup/iLoci_SLB21 frozen at the time of1034

submission. The parent directory contains instructions on how to reproduce the data1035

in this paper and how to modify and extend the scope of the computational work.1036

Reference in the manuscript are relative to the work subdirectory.1037
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